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“Infants at Work” Program off to a Great Start 
 

Yes you read that right! ARA is now offering an exciting 
new benefit to our employees. Our “Infants at Work” 
program allows new Moms and Dads the chance to 
bring their babies in to work with them. This increases 
bonding time, saves on expensive daycare costs, and 
gives employees the  option of coming back to work 
sooner that they might have otherwise. It’s a win—win!  
 

The idea came about after the owners of ARA heard 
about other businesses having success with this 
concept. Before moving forward, the Management 
Team conduced research, held meetings, solicited 
input and had a few healthy debates. In the end, it was 
decided that if we were able to implement this type of 
program at ARA, it would be a 
tremendous benefit to the 
families as well as the company.  
 

Our first baby in the program is 
Camden Lowe, son of  longtime 
ARA employee Jennifer Lowe. 
Camden has been a perfect 
addition to the office setting, 
and we are thrilled to have Jen 
back contributing to the team. 
Since we added the benefit, Jen 
has been able to work more 
hours and still spend time caring 
for Camden. To many working 
Moms, that’s a dream come 
true! If you would like to learn 
more about this interesting new 
trend, visit  www.babiesatwork.org 
 

ARA  Offers Water Test Kits at Local Town Halls 
To make it easier for local residents to get their water 
tested, a handful of local town halls are now offering 
our Well Water Testing Kits. If you live in Greenland, 
Brentwood, Exeter, Stratham or Barrington, be sure to 
pick up a kit and get your water tested! And if you 
would like kits placed at a Town Hall not listed here, let 
us know, or have your Town Manager call or email us 
any time.                               (Note the kits are free, the testing is not) 
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“Infants at Work” 
Answers to Some  
of Your Questions  

 

We know you have them! We did too! 

 Infants are not permitted in the Lab 
Area, or any area deemed unsafe.  

 Parent must find at least two 

“alternate care providers” on staff 
willing to provide back up care as needed.  

 Sick babies must stay home.  

 Other employees may request that     
their work area remain “baby free.” 

 Some jobs will prohibit participation; 

eligibility is a case-by-case decision.   

 Eligibility ends when mobility or       
disruption becomes an issue, or when 
the child reaches one year old.  

Hanging out with a 

cute baby at the 
office is considered 

a benefit to many of 
us here at ARA,    

including CEO Guy 
Sylvester, who has 

happily volunteered 
to be one of Cam’s 
“Alternate Care Providers.” 
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Simply walking through an area with 
deteriorating paint can stir lead dust 
into the air.  
 

Children aged 6 and under are 
particularly vulnerable to the 
effects of Lead Exposure.  
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ARA Offers Lead Inspections  
ARA has recently become certified to perform lead 
inspections in Vermont and Maine, and will be 
certified in New Hampshire in early 2018. In addition 
to commercial lead based paint testing, ARA can now 
perform lead inspections and lead clearance testing in 
child-occupied homes and facilities.  
 

The regulations surrounding lead are strict, and for 
good reason. Once it starts to deteriorate, lead based 
paint can easily enter the body without our knowledge 
through inhalation and ingestion. The US Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health 
Organization state that a blood lead level of 10 μg/dL 
or above is a cause for concern; however there is no 
known ‘safe’ exposure level. 
 

Lead exposure has been linked to many serious 
health issues ranging from ADHD and autism to 
stunted growth, kidney and nervous system damage. 
Since young children are particularly vulnerable, lead 
testing is highly recommended for homes and facilities 
that occupy children and/or pregnant women.  
 

Any building constructed before 1978 is very likely to 
contain lead based paint:  

For more information about this topic, visit 

 ARA’s website 
 EPA’s website 
 or send us an email.  

ARA’s IAQ Team is Lead Certified  
to safely inspect your painted and  
varnished surfaces via: 
 

 Xray Fluorescence Analyzer (XRF)* 
 Paint Chip Samples 
 Lead Dust wipes 

 

 *  The XRF can detect lead in 26  
    layers of paint without disturbing it  
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Documentation, Regulations & Submittals, OH MY! 
Construction and renovation projects can be complex 
enough, but when you consider the environmental and 
safety regulations involved, it can often become 
overwhelming.  As we continue our work in the Federal 
arena, ARA’s clients are starting to realize that they can 
tap into our expertise in this area, helping them eliminate 
much time and worry with our document preparation 
services.  
 

ARA is committed to keeping up to date with the most  
current  industry  guidelines, standards, certifications and 
training, and this sets our staff apart as the some of the 
most competent professionals in the industry. ARA’s 
Federal Projects division has extensive experience in 
environmental law and compliance, and we are available 
to help our clients sort through the requirements of any 
given job so that projects are completed on time and 
within the letter of the law.  
 

Don’t have time to compile several submittal documents 
before your pre-construction conference? Hire one of 
ARA’s managers to help you prepare, edit and complete 
all of your paperwork, including:  
 

 Pre-bid documentation 
 Submittals such as work plans 
 Sampling protocols 
 Environmental protection plans 
 Blood-borne pathogen plans 
 Accident prevention 
 Activity hazard analysis 
 Quality control plans 

 

Want to hear more about these services from ARA? Give 
us a call or send an email today!  

 
ARA a “Fastest Growing Women Led Business”  

For the sixth year in a row, ARA has made the list of 
NH’s Top Women Led Businesses in NH. The list is 
compiled by Business NH Magazine, and rankings are 
determined by annual gross sales. This year, we were 
extra proud to make the list of the “Top 10 Fastest 
Growing Women Led Businesses.”  Go team!  
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ARA Can Help! 
photo courtesy emaze.com 

Drowning in  
Compliance  
Paperwork? 

ARA’s Federal Project Manager, 
Danielle  Quinn, has been working in 
the  environmental consulting realm 
since completing her Master's  Degree 
in Environmental Law &  Policy at 
Vermont Law School in  2010.   

Congrats  

Absolute  

Resource  

Associates! 
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Like us? Tell Us! Love us? Tell a Friend!   
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If you have enjoyed working with ARA, the best gift you  

can give us this season is to click here and tell the world!  

Holiday 

Hours 
 

CLOSED: 
Mon & Tue 
12/25 & 12/26 

 

CLOSED  
Mon & Tue 

1/1 & 1/2/2018 

Wishing you all 

Happy Holidays, 

and a New Year 

filled with  

Peace, Health, 

Happiness  

& Prosperity! 

-Your Friends at ARA  
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